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It is well known that a verse in today’s Torah reading has been a source of much pain and cruelty. 

Lev. 18:22: Do not lie with a man as one lies with a woman; it is an abhorrence תועבה. 

Today, many of us, some following the lead of some of the greatest scholars of the Conservative 

Movement, understand this verse differently than it has been traditionally understood. 

As recently as 1992, the Committee on Jewish Law and Standards adopted a consensus statement1 by a 
vote of nineteen in favor, three opposed and one abstaining, one of whose provisions stated:  

We will not knowingly admit avowed homosexuals to our rabbinical or cantorial schools 
or to the Rabbinical Assembly or to the Cantors' Assembly. At the same time, we will not 
instigate witch hunts against those who are already members or students. 

Rabbi Elliot Dorff was among those who voted for this statement. But by 2004, Rabbi Dorff seems to 

have changed his thinking. In a 2004 United Synagogue Review article [R&D], Rabbi Dorff pointed out 

that gay intimacy is not as the “vast majority of” heterosexual sexual unions in that there is no 

interaction of male and female organs; therefore, focusing on the words “as one lies with a woman,” we 

can understand the verse as something other than prohibition of homosexuality. He continued, “I would 

… affirm Leviticus but understand it [from context] to refer to cultic sex … as well as to promiscuous and 

oppressive sex.” My understanding of Rabbi Dorff’s statement is that just as a man should not engage 

with a woman in such ways, so a man should not engage with another man in such ways. Rabbi Dorff 

continued: “But consensual, monogamous sex by adults I would want to sanctify in some sort of 

commitment ceremony.” 

In 2006, Rabbi Dorff, together with Rabbis Daniel Nevins and Avram Reisner, wrote a teshuva [DNR] that 

was approved by the Committee on Jewish Laws and Standards (CJLS) of the Rabbinical Assembly that 

cited the American Psychological Association’s urging understanding that: 

 Sexual orientation is not a choice; 

 Sexual orientation cannot generally be changed; 

 Various myths, such that same-sex orientation is caused by knowing someone with that 
orientation, or that homosexual men are more likely than heterosexual men to abuse children, 
and other claims that same-sex orientation is somehow harmful or inferior, are false. 

The teshuva is in many other ways sympathetic and respectful to those of same-sex orientation. 

Rabbi Nevins more recently wrote:2 

… [the] responsum3 … placed the Torah’s heteronormative assumptions in tension with 

its own teachings about human dignity and the value of intimate partnership in 

life….When the Torah prohibits sexual intercourse between two men, calling their 

lovemaking an abomination, there is no avoiding our discomfort and increasingly our 

disagreement with this ancient text. The Rabbis gifted us with techniques of non-literal 

interpretation, and modern readers have offered more acceptable approaches to these 

verses. For example, they might be read to prohibit only cultic, or coercive, or unloving, 

                                                           
1 [RA], p. 1 
2 [Nev] 
3 [DNR] 
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or incestuous sex between men. Still, the most honest and useful approach is to admit 

that these verses have been understood for millennia to condemn sexual intimacy 

between men. Today we understand this ban to be hurtful and oppressive. 

We argued that the Torah’s declaration that “it is not good for a person to be 

alone” (Gen. 2:18), its commandment to love one another as ourselves, and its warning 

to avoid humiliating and harming others were all in tension with the ban found here on 

gay sex. So too with the expansions added by the Rabbis on sex between women: the 

cultural assumptions of their time undermined some of the Rabbis’ most beautiful 

teachings about respecting and protecting one another. The ancient Rabbis said, “So 

great is human dignity that it supersedes a negative principle of Torah” (BT Berakhot 

19b and elsewhere). 

Rabbis Myron Geller, Robert Fine, and David Fine (2006): 

In traditional midrashic parlance we might express our argument as follows: 

“Do not lie with a man...it is an abomination.” 

When does the prohibition apply? When it is considered an abomination. However, when 

societal perceptions have changed and homosexual relations are no longer considered 

abominations, the prohibition disappears. 

Personally, I’m not comfortable with this reasoning. While it’s an interesting example of midrashic 
problem-solving, societal perceptions can change again, and we Jews have a long history of bad 
experiences when policies are based on public opinion rather than on standards of justice and kindness. 

Rabbis Geller, Fine, and Fine concluded: 

1. Intimate relations between two men or two women are permitted within the context of a 
recognizable consecrated relationship. 

2. Members of the Rabbinical Assembly and the Cantors Assembly may officiate at same-sex unions 
to the extent permitted by civil law. 

3. Gay or lesbian Jews who are otherwise qualified may be ordained and serve as rabbis or 
cantors. 

Rabbi Gordon Tucker (2006): 

 פסק

Male and female homosexuality can be reconciled with Judaism, conceived through a 

Halakhic lens. Specifically, Jews who are living sexual lives with partners of the same sex 

should be considered to be subject to the same obligations and entitled to the same 

rights as those whose sexual lives are with members of the opposite sex. Congregations 

are encouraged to grant family memberships to households created by same-sex 

couples, and to provide equal support to the celebration of life cycle events in those 

families, including the joining of partners of the same sex into exclusive spousal 

relationships. The Rabbinical Assembly should turn its attention to the creation of liturgy, 

and of legal structures, for the celebration of such spousal unions and for their 

dissolution. And the theological schools of the Conservative Movement (both rabbinic 

and cantorial) should assess the candidacies and student status of gays and lesbians 

https://www.sefaria.org/Genesis.2.18?lang=he-en&utm_source=jtsa.edu&utm_medium=sefaria_linker
https://www.sefaria.org/Berakhot.19b?lang=he-en&utm_source=jtsa.edu&utm_medium=sefaria_linker
https://www.sefaria.org/Berakhot.19b?lang=he-en&utm_source=jtsa.edu&utm_medium=sefaria_linker
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aspiring to religious leadership by the same criteria that they apply to all other 

applicants and students. 4 
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